**Vision**

Uttam Group is committed to enhancing its traditional and historical character through a progressive and proactive vision to be the most admired gas, healthcare and safety company globally employing innovative technologies and dedicated human capital, which we regard as molecules of our success.

**Values**

The Uttam coat of arms signifies our core values which we uphold across all our endeavours. Each value is represented by a mythological symbol that has stood the test of time. These are

- "Lion" stands for **Courage** to uphold values and ethics
- "Unicorn" signifies **Compatibility** with fellow colleagues for synchronized achievement of goals
- "Rings" denote **Commitment** to provide exceptional value to customers
- "Crown" symbolizes **Competence** to progressively leverage best technologies and processes to be market leader
- "Fruits" and "leaves" demonstrate well researched & interactive **Communication** that connects both external and internal customers with unmatched value
Uttam group was founded in 1900 with headquarters in D. I. Khan, now in Pakistan. It had various trading/financing/export-import activities mainly with Afghanistan and Iran. The group then dealt primarily in tea, dried fruits & fresh spices, and textiles. In 1965, Roop Chand Uttam Chand Industries was formed for manufacturing of oil hydraulic systems promoted by Dr. Panna Lal Bhatia the youngest of four brothers. In the early seventies, the group diversified into manufacturing of industrial and medical gases under the name of Uttam Air Products Private Limited.

**THE Uttam LEGACY**

- **2000**: Installed state of the art facility for manufacturing of nitrous oxide – India’s most modern plant imported from Switzerland
- **1998**: Uttam group set up north India’s largest dedicated air separation unit, exclusively for the compressed merchant gas market
- **1996**: The firm entered into a joint venture with Air Liquide world leader in gases
- **1994**: Entered into collaboration with Swiss firm Carba Gas, a subsidiary of Air Liquide (France)
- **1987**: Our manufacturing capacity was further expanded and new product lines added
- **1983**: The company doubled its gas production capacity by adding additional air separation unit
- **1973**: Group diversified into industry
- **1940**: Moved base to Delhi India from current day Pakistan
- **1938**: Formation of parent company Roop Chand Uttam Chand
- **2013**: Uttam divests its gas business to world’s #1 gas company Linde and expands to USA with its medical concierge & global healthcare Services
- **2007**: Established state of the art manufacturing facility in collaboration with Luxfer group, for manufacturing light weight seamless aluminium cylinders. Luxfer is a global leader with 80% Market share of aluminium and composite cylinder
- **2005**: Exclusive distributorship agreement with Luxfer Gas Cylinders for sale of high pressure gas containment systems into the SAARC region
- **2010**: Our R&D successfully pioneers India’s first Liquid N2O manufacturing and distribution System
- **2012**: Enters B2C space with branded portable fire extinguishers – Douze It, light weight medical oxygen kit – Oxygo and homecare for rental services. Breathe easy a unique NGO with a corporate DNA launched to usher in a humane respiratory diseases management revolution

- **1900**: Uttam Air Products Private Limited
Established in the year 1900 the group is primarily established in manufacturing and distribution of medical and industrial gases, high pressure lightweight aluminium alloy and carbon composite gas cylinders, allied equipment and global homecare and healthcare solutions. Uttam Group serves customers in key growth markets and has business verticals catering to medical and homecare, industrial & cryogenic, fire and safety, food & beverage, automotive, recreational and defence.

Steadfast in pursuit of our business vision and corporate values, we have developed new lines of business with exciting new product development. Undiluted focus on end deliverable quality with an impeccable customer delight reputation ensures that we remain the preferred supplier of pioneering products and services, always.

Thanks to an unwavering 'partner-in-progress' approach our leadership is regularly appointed to industry's apex advisory bodies with our facilities serving national R&D projects of the Indian Armed Forces, DRDO & ISRO.

Strong alliances with global leaders enable Uttam Group to provide best products and services to a wide customer base across diverse industries and geographies. Our latest endeavour is aimed at providing world class healthcare services and medical concierge to discerning patients in India and overseas. Catering to the needs of corporate, expatriates and celebrities we have independent tele-medicine clinics that help patients seek medical care best suited to their needs.
Products & Services

**Defence Equipment and Solutions**
- High-pressure gas containment systems
- High altitude gas generation equipment
- Disaster management equipment
- Inflation and Aerospace cylinders
- Rescue sets Research and Development

**Industrial Cryogenic Equipment Etc.**
- Bulk Gas Solutions
- Gas pipeline systems
- Gas system design & layout consulting
- Onsite gas generation
- Gas application R&D
- Equipment installation, operation & maintenance
- Cylinder testing
- Pipeline purging & testing technical support
- Liquid Compressing Stations Turnkey Solutions
- Aluminium Alloy cylinders
- Carbon Composite Breathing apparatus sets
- Industrial Valves
- High pressure Flow regulators
- Cryogenic Tanks
- Cryogenic Valves
- Cryogenic Pipeline
- Cryogenic Pumps

**Healthcare Services & Medical Equipment**
- Medical Concierge
- Home Care Services and products
  - OxyGo - Medical Oxygen Kits- For Home Care
  - Liquid Oxygen Canisters For Home Care
  - Oxygen Concentrators with Home Fill Solutions
- Medical Gas Pipeline Systems
- High Pressure Gas Cylinders
  - Aluminium Alloy
  - Carbon Composite
- Medical Gas Cylinder accessories
  - Valves
  - Flow meters
  - Masks/Canula
  - Regulators

**Fire and Safety Equipment and services**
- Douze It – Light weight Fire extinguisher
- SCBA equipment

**Recreational Equipment**
- Scuba Tanks
- Paintball Cartridges
- Raft-inflation systems
- Beverage cylinders

**Automotive Equipment**
- Alternative fuel pods
- Performance racing cylinders
Defence Solutions

Uttam Group is proud to be one of the top products and service providers to our defence establishments and Armed Forces. Our Managing Director Mr. Karan Bhatia is passionate about enhancing the safety and security of our soldiers through Uttam’s proven industrial and technological capabilities, its highly qualified workforce and acclaimed industry experience to manufacture certified products for aerospace, defence and security applications.

From manufacturing innovative healthcare products to setting up high altitude oxygen generating equipment for the Indian Army at Siachen, the highest battle field in the world and inhospitable remote locations like Ladakh, we continue to create new landmarks of success. Providing testing facilities through to R&D establishment, Uttam Group creates unique opportunities across all defence sectors and is now providing advice to executive management on several national security projects. Examples of how Uttam Group is empowering the Indian Armed Forces include:

- Onsite gas generation plants
- High-pressure gas containment systems
- High altitude gas generation equipment
- Disaster management equipment
- Inflation & aerospace cylinders
- Industrial & cryogenic solutions
- Rescue sets
- Research & Development facilities
Medical & Healthcare Solutions

Medical Gas manufacturing and distribution has been the core business of the Uttam Group for over 41 years. The medical division operating out of New Delhi, India and Houston, Texas serves patients, celebrities, leading hospitals, and prestigious national establishments like Rashtrapati Bhavan. Uttam group revolutionised medical gas through the innovative manufacturing of aluminium alloy and carbon composite cylinders in collaboration with Luxfer gas cylinders, the world's undisputed leader with almost 80% global market-share. As the industry's undisputed leader, Uttam Group has transformed patient care & the quality of medical oxygen delivered to individuals with its portable OxyGo products.
Medical Concierge

Our latest endeavor is aimed at providing world class healthcare and medical concierge catering services to the needs of corporates, expatriates and celebrities. We have independent state-of-the-art telemedicine facilities to help patients remotely connect with top quality medical practitioners best suited to their needs.
Hospital Services

At Uttam, we help hospitals, clinics, nursing homes and other healthcare facilities take better care of their patients. In an industry that touches millions of lives, we know our customers rely on us to deliver the highest quality of medical gases and equipment. Our efficient service makes a difference between life and death.

We are a single reliable source for portable medical gas equipment. Our focus on innovation helps us bring latest technologies and process breakthroughs to healthcare industry.

Homecare Services

Uttam’s passion to provide compassion and care to patients makes us the first Indian company to provide home based oxygen therapy in line with European Industrial and Gas Association standards (EIGA). We provide portable medical oxygen kits for home therapy, short trips outside the home and for long-term travel. We offer a wide variety of oxygen equipment to comfortably support your therapy and allow you to maintain or regain your independence of an active lifestyle. Our home oxygen team also provides customised counselling, life-long support and service. Uttam has now progressed to providing quality home nursing and care giving through its partners and affiliates.

First in India to service home oxygen therapy patients in line with global standards

"for more information visit website: www.oxygo.in"
OxyGo Solutions

Uttam aims to set its customers free by providing portable medical oxygen solutions. OxyGo is the benchmark for oxygen therapy equipment and services. As an Uttam Group enterprise OxyGo solutions have been oxygenating the medical industry with state of the art hygienic and portable products and services that can be delivered to the patient’s door.

OxyGo - a breath of fresh air at your convenience

"for more information visit website: www.oxygo.in"
Fire Safety & Life Support Solutions Douze it

Uttam Group’s Joint venture Luxfer Uttam India, offers a broad range of high-quality, high-performance portable fire-safety and life support solutions. These are:

**Douze It** our branded range of portable, lightweight CO₂ fire extinguishers are made from a patented aluminium alloy. They have an unmatched record of reliability and superior performance. It is India’s first fire extinguisher to be awarded the CE mark by the famed Lloyds Register a globally acclaimed quality certification.

**Carbon Composites** Luxfer Uttam India also delivers cutting edge technology products for industry’s life-support needs. Our carbon composite gas cylinders, hoop-wrapped composite and fully-wrapped composite products are the best in the world. Setting the standard worldwide, Luxfer Uttam India’s life-support cylinders provide reliability and safety to fire fighters, emergency personnel and industrial users of self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) around the globe.

*for more information visit website:www.douzeit.com*
Automotive & Recreation

To add to its line of aluminium cylinders, Luxfer Uttam India offers the world’s only 4,350-psi (300-bar) hoop-wrapped composite scuba cylinders. These provide increased gas capacity for longer, deeper dives enabling deep-sea divers to carry out high-performance service-dives in oceans around the globe. We enable the automotive industry to achieve consistently high levels of excellence with our patented products:

- Alternative fuel pods
- High-performance cylinders for professional performance racing applications
- Nitrous oxide (N₂O) cylinders for engine performance enhancement
- Nitrogen cylinders for tyre and divers' raft inflation
- CO₂ cylinders for fire suppression in vehicles
Uttam group’s not for profit organisation Breathe Easy India is the first in India to focus on creating awareness about respiratory conditions. People do not always realize the impact respiratory ailments can have on a person's life and the lives of their families and caregivers. This means they don't always receive the necessary support and understanding required by these patients. Determined to enhance the quality of life for patients afflicted with breathing ailments, Aanchal Bhatia, Managing Trustee Breathe Easy has begun a compassionate respiratory diseases management revolution. Breathe Easy is creating focused support groups with celebrities, hospitals and community welfare with dedicated medical care professionals at its core. We promote breakthrough disease management techniques and donate latest equipment to help improve the quality of life of patients suffering from lung diseases & respiratory disorders. Breathe Easy has launched an aggressive drive to deliver on its goals by forming dedicated support groups focusing on:

- Support
- Patient needs
- Air Pollution and prevention of disease
- Access to best global treatment practices and equipment

As a respiratory condition is not always obvious to other people; it is often referred to as an 'invisible illness'. We hope to make this invisible illness a visible national concern for everyone.
Environmental Sensitivity Committed to Becoming

Pioneer leader Uttam Group’s manufacturing units are committed to being trailblazers in environment protection, health safeguards, safety and quality. All our operations and manufacturing procedures are rigorously & regularly tested for their environment impact to ensure that they emit zero pollution while maintaining highest levels of efficiency and people safety.
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